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In this award-winning drama, an old schoolteacher travels from his small
village to the city of Wuhan in search of his missing son, who his dying wife
wants to see one last time. But instead of finding their son, he discovers
his daughter working as a karaoke bar escort, and her mobster boyfriend
might be linked to his son's disappearance. Fast-paced and suspenseful,
with a beautiful performance by Chinese star Tian Yuan, Luxury Car
illustrates the painful reality of parents who have lost contact with their
children through rural exodus and political upheaval in China.
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“Enthralling!” -New York Times

“Movie love was never so engulfing,
and rarely so sweet, as in this
petite, elevating heart-warmer.”

-Time Magazine

“Beautiful cinematography and outstanding
performances! An immensely touching and captivating

story of love and marginalization created with a
skilled, caring directorial hand. MASTERFUL!”

-Toronto International Film Festival

“Marvelous! Reflects the difficulties and
confusions of young adults trying to find their

way in the ‘new’ china.” -Film Comment

WINNER! PRIX UN CERTAIN REGARD
CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

“An almost perfect balance between style and content...
beautifully played and genuinely involving.” -VARIETY

“The performances are subtle and smart. Chinese pop star
Tian is both tender and seductive.” -THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“Superb photography and exceptional performances...
It is the many-layered complexities of loyalty and necessity
that make Luxury Car such an interesting film. ” -EYE FOR FILM

“The riveting Luxury Car careens full speed to its
unforgettable destination.” -FILMINTUITION.COM

“An outstanding film that will be watched many years
from now.” -EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

Pre-book: OCTOBER 20 • Street: NOVEMBER 17

Retail Price: $24.95
Catalog #: FRF 914062D

88 minutes, color
In Mandarin w/English subt.
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